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ABSTRACT

Scaling partmeters are presenæd for the interaction of surfac¿ and/or gas radiation in
indoor air flow problem. These a¡e used together with experimental results to indicåtÊ that
the surface radiation has a considerable effect in some buoyancy controlled ventilatcd
rooms. The effects of gas radiation a¡e discussed.

The discreæ trulsfer method (DTM) has been coupled with our indoor flow code which is
r¡sed to solve some flow problems. The computer storage for radiation calculation is
srnaller and complex geometries as well as shadows can be easily æated. The disc¡etc
equations are solved by multi-grid iterations. ÌVe study the accuracy of surfac¿ radi¡¡ion
prediction as compared to a conventional radi¿tion model using shape factor. For
prescribed sources in a 3Denclosue, we considerthe accuracy of the modelascompared to
Monte Carlo merhods. Lastly, natural convection and radiation interactions in a 3D
enclosure are simulated numerically. Characteristics of the flowandlemperaorc fieldsare
compared with other published rpsuls and are found to be in rather good agtpemenL
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past twenty years, more and more attention is being focused on the numerical

simulation of air flows in buildings. The problem of indoor ai¡ flow has usually been

simplified to study of enclosures which have boundaries of prescribed temperature or

prescribed heat flux. This simplifrcation is partly due ¡o focusing on understanding the

intemal convective ranspor! and partly due to computational difficulties associaæd with
accurate radiative heat transfer calculations. Previous work on coupling convection and

surface/gas radiation has been reviewed in [, 2]. The liærau¡re review shows degree of
indeærminacy remains with respect to model accuracy, due to limited amount of
experimental data for convection-radiation interactions[2]. Measured velical temperature

velocity profiles in a full-scale test room with displacement ventilation have been provided

rccently[3].

In this paper, the scaling parameters and some of tlre experimental rcsults will be fint
pfesented to show why and when the radiative effects a¡e considerable, following by a
critical but brief review of the simpliFred methods for radiation calculation. The discreæ

transfer method is coupled with a multi-grid CFD code. The calculated results a¡e

compared with published results found in the liæran¡re.

Vl¡hen Is R¡diadon Corslderable ?

The boundary conditions for the indoor air temperature are less obvious at rôdiating wall.s ,

i.e. not always of Dirichlet or Neumann types. Thermal boundary condition at the wall-ai¡
interface is usually unknown a priori. What we can assume to be known is fhe outdoor

environment, which gives rise to a conjugaæ problem that includes the indoor ai¡ domain

and the room wall domain. Distribution of temperature atthe wall-airinterface generally

depends on the heat conduction through the wall, the thermal convection nea¡ the wall

surface and the radiation between different surfaces. For sunlit surfaces, glazing surfaces,

the situation is even more complex as shown schematically in Fig. 1. For a general surface i
in a room of N small isothermal grey surfaces with equal-area, the heat balance equation

becomes,
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Fig.I Thermal transport elements at an indoor surface i.

q,=7#*q,.*

q, = I ff * o"r*i a 
- ø$ c¡iT*¡ a

(1.1)

. (1.2)

Eq.(1.1) is a general expression of gas radiation case, whereas eq.(1.2) is specially valid for
the case where only surface radiation is taken into accounl Eq.(1.2) can be non-
dimensionalized. The detailed derivation is given etsewhere[3).

Forced convectión case:

o;=Ek#.ft$rl,,t-r-¡ e)

Natural convection case :

' t af =l$ Ési,-f"¡ (3)4 = 6-57+ ptlt, Èt 
¡\I wi - I w¡)

A typical value of Pl, is bf order of -2 in an ordinary room. Eqs. (2) and (3) show that the

scaling parameter that estimates the radiative effect is l/(PlrNu) (comparing radiation to
convection),or i(PlrRe) (comparing radiation !o heat fansporæd by the ventilation air).
The numbers l/(PLRe) or l/(PlrNu) may-become larger at mixed convected or nah¡ral

convected surfac¿s in non-isothermal mixing ventilation, specially with alow supply flow
rate. The radiation plays a considerable role in the temperanre disnibution. It is mainly this
r¡diation effect which mskes that the maximum temperature range in the room air is always

less tilan tt¡atbetween theextractand the supply. The æmperature profilesin a blackpainæd
room and an aluminium coated fu)m with displacement ventilation (room size
3.6.4.2.2.75 m3¡ are shown in Fig.2. The wall surfacp temperature presênted here is an,
average of the four walls. The profiles with different walls are not alike in spiæ of the fact
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that they ar.e generated,b.y,¡|le sarne heat source. An explanation. to this difference is that

muph less heat i$transporæd by radi¡tion with aluminium walls. The floor surface,heaæd

by radiation frgm,tho ceiling will gradually heat the gravity ourront and wsakon the

buoyancy force in it. Some measured velocity prohles are displayed in Fig.3. The value of
l/(PlrRe) at the surface nea¡ the supply is much larger in displacement than in mixing
ventilation.

When the air participaæs in the radiative heat t¡ansfer, ¡he energy equation for ai¡ becomes,

ec,#*eu,fi=tffi.f,coott.fr ,.,. 
,,,

The equationcan be noniimensionalized by dividing the variables by the conesponding
rcference length II¿, velocity Ur, temperature difference Á10, time þ (=HolUr) arlrd,

radiative flux q,s (4oTosLTorIIo), we obtain,

{*v*=-t d2T ð 
- 

4ðQ'¿;:
út dri a 6*t4Fuî't-r:-+' 

(5)

The Boltzman number can be written a"s i: '

+=+ ,, $==, 
=l =- (6)

. Bo FlhRe - Bo P¡rPrRe

It should be noæd that the definitions of the Planck (Pl) and Boltzman (Bo) numbers a¡e

different in the literâture. The modified Planck number Pl, gives lhe ratio between the

corÌduction and ttle gas radiation, Ihe higher absorption coeflicient corresponds to la¡ger
optical thicknesr and smaller modified Planck number:r$f hether the gas radiation effect is
large or not depends on the values of l/(PlrRe). From the results of the formula in [4] for
estimating the mean emittance of ai¡ from the mean geonoetrical path lengttr and water
vapordensity, we find thatthe optical thickness ina3.6*4.2*2.75m3rcom is in the range of
0.0{.03. From the above discussions, gas radiation is expecæd to be only considerable in
the case of large rooms and humid conditions (e,g. in summer). The observation of
considerable effects of air radiation in a'convective heated room in [5] may be explained by
the weaker convection comparing with mixing ventilation.

How to Calculatc Surfece R¡diadon ? ,

The choice of a particular method for radiation exchange depends not only on is accuracy
and efltciency, but also on ils conformity. Methods of analyses of the radiative exthange
within a diffr¡se grcy surface enclosure are not new. TWo classical approaches are available,
i.e. Poljak's net radiation method and Gebha¡t's absorption method[6]. If we divide the i

elements, we have a

peran[es to determin

ry time+onsuming
Different so called radiant inærchange algorithris have been introduced, see reviews,and
comparisons of these algorithms[4,7,8]. One common source of errors in these algorithms
is the linea¡izaticn, which is fui general very small because of moderate t€mperature
variations. The most important enor is due to the non-uniform distribution of wall surface
temperature. The remedy is to divide each wall to more suFsurfacps.. This calls for ul
efhcient method to calculate the shape factor F¡ and to solve ttre njsulæd sysæm of
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equatio'ns.''It may be concluded that'to employ existing load coúésió sþply the radiative

boundary conditions, an effrcient shaþe f¡ictor calculation method is requüèd. dbviously,

to ensure.the aocuracy, the load code.must be modifieð to eonsider the ai¡ temperature

distribution in ûê room.

Analytical, tabular, or graphical values of 47 have ueen'þivJn for'only few, ietlúistv
simple geometries. A general way for calculating Fi t using numerical integraton..,
Differcnt ways, in which the inægration is ¿imied out,liave be€h developed. These can be

classified as Monte Carlo method, projecæd contour method, projection method, and the

double a¡ea method. These methods have been compared in [9,10]. Several published

FORTRAN programs or explicit expressions for the shape ifactor 'exist in' the

literaturell l-131.

How to Calculate Gas Radladon ?

Differcnt methods like zonal methods, statistical mothods, flüi methods, fiiúte+lement
methods and hybrid methods have been reviewed rn 12,14). The basic -flaw of the zonal

method is the computational effort required to calculaæ the exchange factors between

various, volume and surface elements in complex geometries. This difficulty canrbe

overcome using the MonæCa¡lo method tocalculatethe directeithange areas. The Monte

Ca¡lo mettlod spffen from statistical error as well as the extensive computational timei:If ''
the di¡ection of.e.ach ray is,given debrministically, then'the compùt¿ttions âle simplified:'

This is the idea of Discreæ Transfer Method(DTM) which combïnes the virtues of thþ,

zonal, Monte Carlo and the flux methods[4]. Here Ì\'e use the DTM. 'i¡';

ì;.:'l

GOVPRNTNG EQUATTONS,

The room air is in general not a icauering fuedium. we'cónsitär . ui¿J;k"nJion"t''"'
ventilated room which contains absorbing+mining grey ain",óÉll,lhe inside wallsurfàbes

are considered to be grey and diffuse. The conservation equa$ons tEkç,q gp¡.e.rçl fo.Et .,. i

The'dependent variable'Q takes the forms o

equation). Standard high-Reynolds number

been employed. The specified bouirdþ con

and sources Sç can be found in [5]. The boun

the heat balance eq.(l.l). . .. ,, :(., . iri

":¡.;rir}r i:,.

';- i i ¡l) l¡ ¿: :, :';

The radiation transferequation (RTE), which represents the change inrthe intensity dl fo¡ a

ray travelling distance ds through an absorbing+mining mediumis "i: ,)

dI :: ro?l
-=-EI+-dJ ':' rl
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The netradiative heat flux in eq.(l.l) can be obtained by subtracting the leaving flux q *¡,n

from the aniving flux q1,.

0,..= lrn- [raa (e)

The radiative sor¡rce term in eq.(4) is equivalent to the net outflow of radiant energy per unit
volume, which can be obøined by inægrating eq.(8) over the enti¡e solid angle 4æ.

9r9*4=*ot,-r[ ta (ro)ðxôyðzl
EO.(8) depenOs on the local temperature, radiative inænsity and ttre integral with respect to
the solid angle in eq.(9) and eq.(10), this brings Íhe enclosure geometry and all its
complexity into the calculation. An additional boundary conditions, which describes how
the radiation is being exchanged at the radiatng boundaries, is required for the radiation
transfer equation, i.e.,

4',. = (l -ç )q-,,.+ oeT-a (l l)

It should be noted that when lhe air isconsidercd as transparent, eq.(ll) deærmines only the

surface radiation exchange, which can be deærmined alternatively by the classical net
radiation method or Gebha¡t's absorption method.

NT'MERICAL METHODS

The physical' domain is discrctized with a global uniform rectangular mesh. In regions of
high gmdients, e.g. near wall regions and at intet/outlet regions, locally refined meshes can

be added. The diffusive term is approximarcd by cenral differences. The convective tems 
,

are approximated by the hybrid cenraUupwind diffe¡encing scheme. The discretized
equations a¡ç solved by a mUlti-grid proceduæ[S,16].

The radiative tmrufer equation is solved by the DTM[14]. The pþysical domain is
discretize<l on a rcctangular mesh, æe Fig.4. It does not necesmrily be the same as used in
flow calculation. The hemisphere abour the boundary point P¡ is diyided into /V= iV6lNç
equal segments, wherc Ng and,lVq are corresponding to polar angle 0 and azimuthal angle Q.

Each subdivision is then Æ=n/(2/Vd snd dg=zrcl(NÐ. We fi¡st initialize the leaving flux at

each boundary point, then determine the inænsities along each ray in the reverse di¡ection
towa¡ds P¡ from the recunence relation, which is obt¡ined by inægrating the radiation
transfer equation along a ray distance s.

4,r={{l--l)+I,cr, !2)

The arriving flux qlw for each boundary point is calculated by summing over all the

impinging intensities for the whole hemisphere. The leaving flux 4 
*4,, is then obtained by

eq. (11). [f the wall's a¡e not black, the value of q*¡n is dependent on q]w.lterations are

rcquired until the absolute change in q *4,u is less than a prescribed small value. The amount
óf energy "left" behfuid by the rays as'they traverse each cell is accumulated to:obtain the

radiation souroe te[n. i
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P¡

Fig.4 Illustration of the idea behind the discreæ transfer method.

'.;.¡ i',
TWo assumptions have be€n made in the sum of the radiative sou¡ce ærm and the sum of the

wall flüxes. The leaving flux at qis assumed to beequal to theleauing flux,atthe boqndary
point which lies on'the same boundâry c¿ll. The effect of putial overlapping between the

control volume of tlle cpll and the ray is neglected. These can be overcome by refining the
g¡ib and the ray. ; , i,

In gas radiation interaction problems, the radiatiolt sor¡rce terrns urd boundary radiatión
flüxés aæ calòulaæii'afær the temperature fieltl is deærmined which then provides the input
to the energy'equaüon for the nexù iteration. For a steady state solution, one doeq.not
necebsarity updaæ these variables in each iteration. . ,Ì

REST.ILTS AND: DISCUSSIONS

P1

P2

P3

t

Prtmary Evalu¡tiors

The code is frntly evaluaæd for the buoyant flow calculations and radiation calculations,
rcspectively. The numerical resulls in a square with side walls at different coristant

temperaturcq and with insulaæd floor and ceiling, arc pf€senlsd in Table l. The most

rcliablc benchmark soluüonsfl7] are used for comparison. Good agreement at different
Rayleigh numbers (103, Ifr, 105 arid 106, notall shown in ûre thble l) has been found. ThE
r€su improves the predictio

. . ,.,, rtThe with the results frgm th d. The
test . The purpose here is of r-ay

I

/
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Table l. Comparisons ofvelocity fields and convectiog þeat transfer coefhcients.
1.

Ra Results Wrn^ lç* Urn* Z:-, Nw

ld

de Vahl Davis[ul 19.617 0.119
'16.178

0.823 2.238

Present 20t20 mesh t9.748 0.119 t6.28t 0.822 2.43t

Present 40*40 mesh 19.623 0.120 t6.2t7 0.823 2.307

Prcseni 80*80 mesh t9.522 0.120 16.223 0.821 2.270

106

de Vahl DavisllTì 2t9.36 0.0379 u.63 0.850 8.817

Present 20*20 mesh 234.32 0.02s0 69.90 0.882 r0.27

I Present 40*40:mesh 221.77 0.039s 7t.16 0.865 10.21

Prcsent 80t80 mesh 217,46 0.0411 70.23 0.857 9:567

whete U^o, is the maximum horizontal velocity on the vertical mid-plane; Zrno, is i¡s
location; l7.or'is the maximum vertical velocity on the horizontal mid-plane; X;", is its

location: Nrr¿ is the average Nusselt number on the vertical boundary.

uEro
- -.¡æ.6,
- .@d- . a.&'6..;æq

,,¡.im, nerflux
through six walls, . ,

(a) six walls;
(b) Monæ Carlo:
(c) DTM(4*4 rays);
(d) DTM(32*32 rays).

(c)

r (d)
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refinemenl The case is a 4m*lm*lm rectangular enclosure. The gas inside is in thermal

equilibrium in the absence of conduction and convection effects. The gas absorption

coeffrcient is 0 .2llm.All the walls are ölack and théù femperatures aie atX=O, Tr=1200I1;

alx-4,Y=0,?;l,Tn=300Kand at Y=l,ZÃ,I*=50K. A 16.4'4 uniform meshisusèd, Ûith
two different rays, 4'4 and32'32,rcspectively. The net flux through'six walls is shown in
Fig.5. Clearþ, the finer ray rve have, the better restilts wþ achieüe.

Surface Radiation Calculation U3ing DTM

DTM can be used tocalculate the shape factors[I{]. For a given suFsuúace, à mesh is

generated so that none of the gdd cell subænds an exceptionalll large solid angle at{re
suÞsurface at which the shape factor is being calculaæd. The required integrals a¡e then

discretized and summed. The rcsulæd shiipe factors a¡e thén stored. fne main prôblem ib

that the memory reguired to store those shaþe factors is proportional to the.square of the

number of .the suFsurfaces. An,altemative way is ûo obtain the radiative. flux at the wall
surfaces by using existing scheme of DTM with zèrô optical thickness. Ño ihape iactors are

needed to be stored. Tostudy the accuracy of the method, we derive"the equivalentshape
factor factor F¡2 is deflned enefgy
leavin black surfacdÁ2. Tle e black

surfac s /¿lr.Ap¡. The radiatio hes.4¡¡

is L /o(sin0cos€Xs¡n¿€)dQÁp¡. So the Fu can be calculated as

- (si¡0cos0l\sinü)dôAnF¡='- - ---- (13)- túAâ

lVe model an empty rectangular room 4.8m long by 2.4m wide by 2.4m high. A 814+4

uniform mesh is used, and this gives N=160 elemens. The shape factors calculaæd with
different rays a¡e compared in Fig.6 with those calculaæd by the subroutine in tweband
radiation model[]. Only the shape facors between an element of floor and the elements of
ceiling are prcs€nted. The radiative energy conservation is checked by comparing IF¡
ftom þl to N in Fig. 7. Figs. 6 añd 7 show that less rays give rise to lage er¡ors. The

imbalance of the total energy is about l0% n this test case. This phenomena has also been

observed when the gas radiation is considered in a 3D enclosurefl4]. In spiæ of this, the

DTM gives an economical wayfor applying the general thermal boundary conditions in
indoor ai¡ flow simulation.

Intcracdon of N¡tural Nonvecdon ¡¡ld Gas R¡dladon

V/e fu¡tÌ¡er examine radiation-convection interactions in a cuþ filled with grey gas and

heaæd differently by t$,o vertical waUs(F 9.8). The remaining walls a¡e thermally
insulaæd. All the inner surfaces are assumed o be black. The absorption coefficient is 0.2

l/m, which means optical thickness is 0.2L, where tr is the side of the cube. The RaileiÉh
number is 5*ld. The temperatures of the cooled and heated walls are 275K áÃd 281K,
respectively. The Prandtl number is 0.7. Consequently, the side of the cubic is .l8m and the

modified Planck number is about 30. The calculations have been performed with 40*40*40 
,

uniform grids and 4*4 rays. The temperature held at vertical mid-plane 6,'+.Sf,¡ iSshown

in Fig.9. The field is symmetric wl¡en the radiation is absent due ûo the Boussinesq
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Fig.8 A 3D cubic enclosure.

(a) (b)

Fig.9 The temperature fields at vertical mid-plane, (a) nanral convection; (b) nanrat
convection+gas radiation.

,.:(

0J(1r+Ic)
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ftdrizontal mid-plane (z=0.5L) a¡e shown in Fig.lOa-b. Large variation of temperature in
thé heaæd half can be'òbserved due to gas radiation. The corrcsponding.velocity fietd:is
shown is FiÈ.I0c-d. The symmetry is lost again due to the corresponding change in the
temperature field. These results are in good agreement with the numerical study of Fusegi
et al[l8l. They consider flows in cubical enclosures filled wittr nongray gas (COÐ.

(b)(a)

(c)

Fig.l0 The temperature fields at horizontal mid-plane, (a) nau¡ral convection; (b) natruat
convection+gas radiation; the velocity fields at horizontal mid-plane, (c) natural
convection,, (d) natural convection+gas radiation.

;l: jr

fal
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The to providemoreirniform gas

effe thc absorbance ofthe parlicù

the lbwer than those'in plevio

fiffgrence between indoor surfaces are also much smaller. Whether the above cqnçlugions

can;þ applied in room case requires further studÍ. The radiatiðn calculation method and

çpqpling approach developed here provide a nuníerical tool for such future study
j'

, r coNcLUsIoNS ir' ' 
,'

.,"
We atæmpt to provide tools to gain more understanding of the radiative effects on air flow.
The effect of surface radiation is considerable in some non-isothermal ventilated room,

especially in buoyancy controlled displac'ement ventilated rooms. The gas radiation effects

is probably irirportantin largeenclosures and summerconditions. More research isrequiied

to further identify when or whether the gas radiation is considerable due to the lower
absorption coefhcient of room ai¡. Different radiation algorithms in cooling loads

caldt¡lation, different shape factor algorithms and different gas radiation calculation

methods are reviewed with respect to accuracy, efficiency and conformity with CFD code.

A general thermal boundary conditions and a coupling approach are specified for the

radiation<onvection interaction problem. The discrete transfer method is coupled with a
multi-grid CFD solver to study the 3D radiation-airflow interaction. The radiation is found

to alter significantly the characæristics of the flow and temperature fields in the case

studidd.
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normal direction of wall surfaôe

Nusselt num ber trlI¿fl,
Praridtl number ¡rgl1,
Surface Planck number 

^1 

(4T03 Hoe6)

Gas Planck nurnber p(4?ir3Ûs2ço\ ,,

Planck numbèr,U(a?b?Hoo) . ::,

dr"ut ot" cohOucæ¿ through wall to surfaçe i (WnfK)
radiative flux (W/m2K)
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' Reynolds nu mber pU, 116l ¡t
æmperature (K)
fluctuating temperature (K) ;¡

flucuating velocity (m/s)

velocity (m/s)

supply vçlocity (m/s)

Greek symbols

emlssilly:f.y"t surf¿ce 
:

general variables' 
thermai conductivity of air (W/mK)

radiative absorption coefficienfs of air (l/m)
' I dynamic viscosity of air (Kg/ms)

3.r4t5926
,' ',, solid angle j: ,.

time (s)

optical thickness rllo j .,,

density of air,(Kg/m3)
. Sæfan-Boltznan constant (5.6697.1ù{Wm2K4)

Supqrscrþ¡
* dimensionless qltantity
+

Subsrzipt

w
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